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FEATURES
▸ Install cameras wired IP or
on a Wi-Fi network
▸ Manually initiate
recording of video from
VirtualKeypad.com™ or
Virtual Keypad™ app
▸ Continuous video recording
using the 8-Channel
Network Video
Recorder (NVR)
▸ Users can select any of the
cameras remotely to view
or capture video via their
app or VirtualKeypad.com
▸ Cloud storage of clips for

easy off-site archiving
▸ Wireless cameras can be
quickly repositioned by the
end user as needed
▸ Download clips to
smartphone to quickly send
to interested persons
▸ Use existing analog or IP
cameras with 4 channel
analog converter
▸ PoE (Power-over-Ethernet)
- Use a PoE switch for easy
installation and reliability
▸ Allows residential users

to remotely look in on
children or seniors
▸ Allows commercial users
to observe employee
activities, monitor certain
areas or entrances
▸ Video verification available
via Virtual Keypad app to
the central station
▸ 720 HD 1.3 megapixel
image quality
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VIDEO PRODUCTS

IMAGE CAPTURE OPTIONS

VIDEO VERIFICATION

Video cameras connected to residential
and commercial security systems give
users a powerful security tool. With
cameras businesses and homeowners
can check in on their premises at
any time, as well as be prompted to
determine the situation upon an alarm in
the event of an intrusion. Central station
operators can also assess the premises
upon an alarm as live video and
recorded clips are available immediately
at the central station.

Users have the option not only to view
the cameras attached to their system,
but also to record video to document
activity at their premises via the Virtual
Keypad app or VirtualKeypad.com.
All cameras can be programmed to
automatically record 20-second video
clips when motion is detected. The user
can opt to receive an e-mail with the
video clip any time a recording is made
then view them via the app or download
a clip to their smartphone.

DMP surveillance solutions includes
significant enhancements in video
verification, which provides the added
benefit of visual information that is sent
with alarm notifications to a monitoring
station. As a result, operators can view
the footage right away and determine
whether the trigger is a false alarm or
worthy of a police dispatch.

DMP Virtual Keypad™ app users will
receive real-time alarm notification
on their mobile device. Users can
immediately cancel or verify the alarm
from the same app screen that shows
live–camera views from the premises or
pre-alarm and post-alarm recorded clips.

RECORDER OPTIONS

CAMERA OPTIONS

Video capability is a much-desired,
value-added capability for your
customers’ systems. DMP forward/
backward compatibility ensures that
you can easily add cameras to existing
systems as well as including them in
new systems.

Select from a range of wireless or wired
IP cameras to meet the needs of each
installation. Cameras are available in a
variety of models including cube, dome,
and other designs.
All cameras include infrared options and
LED illumination for operation in low/no
ambient light. Choose a camera with a
motorized pan/tilt ability to completely
survey the premises.

Record and access video images using
existing analog cameras through the
analog converter, or use existing IP
cameras through the NVR.

ADD-ON SALE

NVR PACKAGES
DMP offers two different IP camera
packages featuring SecureCom Video’s
high-definition Network Video Recorder
(NVR) in combination with our
best-selling SecureCom cameras, both
delivering the versatility of indoor/
outdoor performance. All SecureCom
cameras learn in and configure
automatically for a plug-and-play
installation within a couple of minutes.
These combined packages include
four of either the SecureCom Bullet or
SecureCom Dome cameras bundled
with the NVR to offer you savings and
yet everything you need for secure
720p HD video monitoring.

V-4050D-1

V-4010B-1

At the same time, users can also receive
video verification on any alarm triggered
into a DMP panel, which they can easily
monitor and manage from anywhere
via VirtualKeypad.com or the Virtual
Keypad app. As a result, they can ensure
police and/or fire departments are
dispatched to a “real” alarm, plus they
can prevent being assessed heavy fines
for false alarms.
Video verification is available to be
integrated into virtually any modern
central station automation software
simply and easily. There is no expensive
or arduous integration process required.

VIDEO PRODUCTS
1080P RESOLUTION
4 CHANNEL ANALOG CONVERTER
INDOOR/OUTDOOR FIXED DOME INFRARED
CAMERA
The V-4050D-1 has 1.3 megapixel
resolution, 4 mm focal length, and IR
LEDs for no/low light imaging at up to
30 meters.

The V-4404A provides video storage
from analog/HD TVI cameras that
are connected to the converter. This
allows homeowners to check in on
their premises, and central stations
can see live video upon an alarm.
Compatible with analog cameras, HDTVI cameras, the Virtual Keypad app,
and VirtualKeypad.com.

This high-performance surveillance
solution delivers crystal-clear 2.1
megapixel 1080 resolution images at
30fps. The 1080 resolution delivers
zoom capabilities to reveal highdefinition image details.

DW® MEGAPIX® SURFACE MOUNT OUTDOOR
DOME IP CAMERA
INDOOR/OUTDOOR BULLET CAMERA
The V-4010B-1 has 1.3 megapixel
resolution, 4 mm focal length, and IR
LEDs for no/low light imaging at up to
30 meters.

HD IP MOTORIZED INDOOR CAMERA
The V-4030PT-1 has 1.0 megapixel
resolution, 4 mm focal length, PIR
detection and IR LEDs for no/low
light imaging at up to 10 meters. The
V-4030PT-1 also features a pan/tilt
rotation.

INDOOR CUBE PIR CAMERA
The V-4020C-1 has 1.3 megapixel
resolution, 4 mm focal length, PIR
detection and IR LEDs for no/low light
imaging at up to 10 meters.

SECURECOM CAMERA MOUNTING PLATE
White steel camera mounting plate for
use with electrical single gang boxes
and the SecureCom Wireless™ bullet or
dome cameras.

NETWORK VIDEO RECORDER
The DMP V-4408D NVR works handin-hand with Virtual Keypad Access
to expand storage and manipulate
multiple cameras. The NVR has ports
for up to eight networked cameras
and can store up to 2 terabytes of
video. You can access that video from
the NVR or directly from the Virtual
Keypad app or VirtualKeypad.com.
It’s fast and simple to view security
footage in live view. You can also easily
download and export clips to other
devices locally via a USB drive.
Supporting ONVIF® and SecureCom
Wireless video cameras, our PoE NVR
can be installed to fit most any need.

WIRELESS ACCESS POINT
This high-speed Wireless Access Point
comes pre-configured for easy set
up with SecureCom Video™ cameras.
It offers 300Mbps wireless speed,
supports multiple operation modes,
PoE, WPA, and WPA2. WPS encrypted
connection can be set up with a singlebutton push. Up to 100-foot range.

The DWC-MF21M4TIRDMP has 2.1
megapixel 1080P resolution, 4 mm focal
length, and Smart IR™, WDR and 3D
DNR for quality video in challenging
lighting environments.

DW® MEGAPIX® 1080P WEATHER RESISTANT
INDOOR/OUTDOOR BULLET IP CAMERA
The DWC-MB721M4TIRDMP has 2.1
megapixel 1080P resolution, 4 mm focal
length, and Smart IR™, WDR and 3D
DNR for quality video in challenging
lighting environments.

VIDEO PRODUCTS
SPECIFICATIONS
Camera Specifications

Accessories Specifications

Compatibility

V-4050D-1
Dimensions

4.4" Dia × 3.2" H

V-4404A
Dimensions

1.8" H × 12.4" W × 9.5" D

V-4010B-1
Dimensions

3.0" H × 2.4" W × 5.5" D

V-4408D
Dimensions

12.4" H × 15.2" W × 2.0" D

Stand-alone — Use with any DMP control panel or
any other control panel when a DMP CellComLTE or
iComSL™ is installed. For use with Virtual Keypad app
or VirtualKeypad.com.

V-4030PT-1
Dimensions

5.51" H × 4.49" W

V-IP1006RR
Dimensions

1.4" H × 7.1" W × 4.9" D

V-4020C-1
Dimensions

5.2" H × 2.8" W × 3.6" D

V-4000-PLATE-1
Dimensions 5.3" Dia × 0.2" H

DWC-MF21M4TIRDMP
Dimensions 2.9" H × 4.9" W
DWC-MB721M4TIRDMP
Dimensions 6.4" H × 2.7" W

Accessories Ordering Information

V-4404A
4 Channel Analog Converter
V-4408D
Network Video Recorder
V-IP1006RR Wireless Access Point
V-4000-PLATE-1 SecureCom Camera Mounting Plate

Camera Ordering Information

V-4050D-1

Indoor/Outdoor Fixed Dome Infrared
Camera
V-4010B-1
Indoor/Outdoor Bullet Camera
V-4030PT-1 HD IP Motorized Indoor Camera
V-4020C-1
Indoor Cube PIR Camera
DWC-MF21M4TIRDMP DW MEGApix Surface Mount
Outdoor Dome IP Camera
DWC-MB721M4TIRDMP DW MEGApix 1080p Weather
Resistant Indoor/Outdoor
Bullet IP Camera
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